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Abstract

With an ever-increasing demand to quickly deliver 

samples to scientists for pharmaceutical research, 

Compound Management groups around the world 

constantly re-evaluate their operating model, 

through a balancing act between investment in 

new technologies and people, and the constraints 

of physical lab footprint.

We believe that Autonomous Mobile Robotics 

(AMR) are the next frontier in cutting edge 

pharmaceutical R&D, a technology that has the 

potential to deliver a disruptive change that allows 

the growth required while working within tight 

budgetary and real estate constraints.

Here we share our vision, reimagining our current 

workflows in a world when AMR will connect 

equipment within the current lab footprint, and 

make better use of existing resources, helping us 

meet the current and future demand.

Introduction

• Within any pharmaceutical company’s 

research unit, Compound Management (CM) 

is among the organisations with most 

automated lab processes and equipment.

• CM stores, handles and distributes millions of 

research samples to scientists each year. 

Automated solutions ensure high 

productivity, consistency of outputs and 

reliability of process.

• New scientific discoveries constantly change 

the demand on CM. While designed to be 

flexible, CM might need to evolve due to:

• Capability: new infrastructure needed to 

perform the new task

• Capacity: existing infrastructure might 

manage task but not throughput

• Either scenario brings change, which usually 

results in new major investments.

• Equipment and facilities = capital

• New employees = headcount

• Is there a better way to address the need for 

evolution and being futureproof, while 

containing the investment?

Fig 1 Growth in research samples demand

Cumulative requests for samples at selected AZ research 

sites, highlighting the increased demand on Compound 

Management and the need for flexible solutions.
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Why now? What is the impact?

Disruptive Growth

• Autonomous mobile robotics allow business to 

grow without resorting to more people, new 

equipment and new facilities

• Accelerate scientific research

Talent Attraction and Retention

• Cutting-edge technology at the forefront of 

technological innovation

• PhD opportunities/academic collaborations on

physical intelligence and cognitive robotics

Collaboration & Connection

• Drawing on diverse strengths and talents

• High-performing teams working on a common 

goal across functions and companies

Flexible / Scalable Investments

• Create network of new technology labs without 

physical colocation

• Flexible infrastructure evolving with R&D 

operational priorities

Maturing Technologies (AMR/AI)

• AMR and AI in use in many fields already

• Unlocks opportunities to advance innovative 

solutions across AZ

Sustainability & Environment

• Maintain production while reducing employee 

footprint, reducing environmental impact

Key principles and objectives

• Model criticality of demand items:

• Critical: compound orders with short delivery 

time (<24H)

• Non-critical: instrument QC, compound 

orders with long delivery time

• AMR to perform non-critical tasks, mostly out 

of working hours, retaining flexibility to slot 

work round the clock

• Accelerate high priority projects during working 

hours, while strategically utilising off hours for 

non-critical demand

• Start with simplified workflows to understand

potentials and limitations

• Develop and optimise AMR-driven workflows, 

moving up to 40% of orders to unmanned AMR 

process over time

Example workflows

• Sample movement during working hours 

(collaborative mode) and fully unmanned

operations during off hours

• Compound order processing, from storage to 

delivery (across labs and floors)

• Automated quality control (QC) of liquid 

handling equipment

• Initial focus on SBS labware:

• Plates

• Tube racks

• Tip boxes

Fig 2 Orchestration of tasks

High level concept diagram of orchestration of tasks within a 

lab. Orchestration software can schedule existing tasks (from 

LIMS) to be processed by suitable lab equipment, with one or 

more mobile robots moving labware between them, or each 

other, unattended.
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Progress update

• Cross-functional project team in place

• User requirements specification (URS)

• Roadmap of activities and milestones

• Key vendors identified and engaged

• Planning hardware modifications to enable 

AMR interfacing
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